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TRENDS IN lIEROIN USE AMONG ARRESTEES 
"IN THE DRUG USE FORECASTING PROGRAM. 

ABSTRACT 

Policy makers and public health authorities are cOncerned about the possible impacts of greater 
heroin supplies, greater heroin availability, and increased purity of street heroin. This report was 
designed to investigate whether and how much heroin use/abuse has increased among a subpopulation 
at high risk for heroin abuse: persons arrested for criminal offenses. 

The Drug Use Forecasting (DUF) program was specifically designed to document trends in 
illicit drug use among booked aJTeStees in several major cities. ,A secondary lJJ.8.1ysis was conducted 
with data from DUF Manhattan for 1987-91 and for 22 DUF cities combined (but unwCiigbted) for 
1988-89. The following central findings emerged: 

1. Drug Use Forecasting data provide DO evidence suggesting any increases or sustained upswings in 
heroin use among arrestees in Manhattan nor in the 22 DUF cities. 

2. Drug Use Forecasting data document substantial declines in heroin use among arrestees; the nature 
and magnitude of these declines vary. by heroin use measure, locale, and time period. 

• 

3. The DUF Manhattan fmdings document substantial declines in heroin use among arrestees. These 
declines have two parallel components: a) The proportion of arresrees detectedlself-reported with 
any lifetime heroin use declined by 17 percent between 1987 and 1991. b) Among Manhattan 
arrestees reporting any lifetime heroin use, the pro:portions reporting heroin injection or detected 
as opiate positive declined by about 20 percent dunn, 1987 to 1991. These parallel trends 
generated a net decline of 35 percent in heroin injection and opiate positives during this five-year 
~. ' , e 

4. An analysis of the primary factors associated with declines in opiare positivity among 
DUF-Manhattan arrestees showed that a very weak -true decline" was evident when other factors 
were held constant. The observed decline is primarily a function of changing composition of the 
DUF arrestee populations by birth cohort and arrest charges, and to a lesser extent by ethnicity 
and primary source of income. . , 

s. Among arrestees in the 22 DUF cities, the prqx.ntion with any Iq)CrtedIdetected heroin use 
declined by 29 percent between the first half of 1988 and the second half of 1989. Yet among 
arrestees in these cities with some reported/detected heroin use; no reductions in heroin iJUection 
or in opiate positives was evident, perhaps slight increases occurred. 

. .. '} 
6. Heroin initiation remained relatively c:onsttmt am~rring arrestees in ManhaUan and 

among the 22 DUF cities, although considerable • by qt.-.uter was evident. , 

OvcIall, many important factors appear to be usociatcd with aDd perhaps have ~ht about 
declines in heroin use among arrested pt.1'Wns. The impact of increases in tmpplies, availability, and 
fUrity of heroin (whicb may be transitory) :remain to be well measured and systematically documented 
m the future. A variety of possible mt.e;,pretations for the decJiDe in berQin use are provided • 

• 
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Introduction 

'''TRENDS IN HEROIN USE AMONG ARRESTEES 

'IN THE DRUG USE FORECASTING PROGRAM. 

Bruce D. Johnson, Andrew Golub, and Mokerrom Hossain 

In 1990-91, the Federal Drug Enforcement Administration (1991) began reporting that 

expanded supplies of heroin were entering the U.S.A., mainly from Asian sources. Moreover~ the 

purity of heroin at street levels was reported to have increased substantially in several cities, including 

New York City. 

Subsequent infonnation from the Street Studies Unit of the New York State Division of 

Substance Abuse Services indicated that more persons were observed selling heroin in 1991-2 than in 

previous years (Frank, Galea, Simeone 1991; New York Times 1991). This report also indicated that 

among persons entering public drug treatment programs with heroin as a primary drug of abuse, the 

proportion of heroin injectors was declining. 

A major concern among policy makers at both federal and state levels was that heroin may be 

returning as a major drug of abuse, at a time when the crack epidemic may be easing. This policy 

concern about heroin consists of three interrelated issues. First, greater supplies of heroin available 

upon the street may mean increasing numbers of and larger proportions of heroin userslabusers 

among drug user populations. This may, in tum, mean larger proportions of heroin abusers coming 

to the attention of the criminal justice system and the dmg treatment systems. 

Second, the availability of higb purity heroin from stJeet IeDm IDly mean that iDeguJar users 

may consume heroin via nasal inhalation emorting") or via wpor jnbalation (bemin -llD01dngW) and 

develop tolerance and physical ck-peDdency upon this opiate drug. While IUCh heroin' 

snorters/smokers may develop aD initial depeDdeace upon heroin ad apedfica1ly Dead to avoid the 

use of needles (due to well-grounded fears of acquir.inJ BIV iDfection), tbcy wouJd be It high risk of 

becoming injectors of heroin if and when the quality of ItIeet _ declines. : ." ., 

Third, a new generation of youths, especially those Jel.Cbing adu1thood (age 18) in the 1990s 

(or late 1980s) and \\'00 wish to avoid the perceived ravages of crack abuse may form a large :Pool of 
.. 

potential drug abusers who could be easily enticed to IiIllf'e" ·.ys ofUIiDg heroin. >,"Ibat is, if drug 
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sellers could convince many youths that heroin snorting and smoking were Dfe, and they would not 

contract HIV via "dangen:>us needles," a possible explosion in heroin addiction could OCCUf. Another. 

category of persons at risk fOf heroin use and abuse, would be the numerous crack abusers who 

avoided heroin during the crack era (1985-89). Additionally, individuals who may have used heroin 

many years ago (especially during the 1965-74 heroin era), but who gave it up beeause they wish to 

avoid injection and dependence may be enticed by the more potent heroin rtadily available (Johnson 

and :Manwar 1991). 

Concerned about this possible ri-;e in heroin abuse and addi¢on, the Office of National Drug 

Control Policy asked the National Institute on Drug Abuse to commission a 1'qlO11 analyzing heroin 

use trends among arrestees in the Drug Use Forecasting (DUF) program. This paper provides the . 

results of such analyses. 

Background 

Each of these concerns about a new wave of heroin use and abuse is well grounded in 

American arid world history. Heroin has been used continuously in the U.S., especially New York _ 

City, since 1900. Its popularity, however, bas fluctuated over time and across regions of the U.S., as 

well as in other regions of the world. The senior author has written widely about marijuana, heroin, 

cocaine, and crack, and has recently developed a paradigm of drug eras (Johnson and Manwar 1991; 

Johnson and Muffler 1992; Johnson 1992), which .rev,iews the complex histmy. A drug era occurs 

when a substance or consumption technique enters a subpopulation, incmasing proportions ODset to its 

use and regular use, and ends when the rate of onset begins to decline, pJat.eau, or eater a steady 

state. In New York, four illicit drug eras have otamcd: marijuana era (1964-79), ~. era 

(1965-74), cocaine powder era (1975-84), and crack era (1985-89). -Only the bemin aa,ud its 

possible reemergence in the 1990-present dme period, is addressed hmein. BvideDce of declines in 

heroin onset and current use across birth cohorts are also provided below (also lee Golub, Johnson, 

Lewis 1992). . l.., ..:;:'.i ' "~:" J' 

The Beroin Era. in the 19S0s aDd cady '60s (Malcolm X 1966; Brown 1965; Olein et ale 

1965), but especially in the 1965-74 period (Boyle aDd Bnmswic.t 1980; Clayton IDd Voss 1981; 

Hunt and Chambers 1976), • ~or epidemic or heroin ue aDd abuse «JCIl1'ftId in New Yolk City and . . 

elsewhere (although with somewhat ctiffe.mJt years). ParticuJady I.tDOIDI. iDDeI'-dty youths bam 
. . 

• 
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·during the decade 1950-59, this "heroin era" (Johnson et ale 1990; Johnson, Manw8r,Golub 1992) 

was marked by large proportions of inner-city youths onsetting to heroin use (particularly at ages . 

15-21). Typically such youths onset by "snorting" heroin, which provided a great high for a novice 

user. Very sizable proportions (up to 20 percent of Manhattan youths) tJ:itd heroin during 1965-74 

period (Boyle and Brunswick 1980; Clayton and Voss 1981). But after they used heroin several more 

times, their tolerance grew and they needed much more to get high. 'Most progressed to "skin 

popping" (Uijecting heroin between layers of skin) and then to "mainlining- (injecting heroin directly 

into veins). While about half of all heroin experimenters apparently ~ or rarely used heroin after 

1975, a sizable proportion became career heroin injectors and addicts (Clayton and Voss 1981; 

Johnson 1978; Johnson et ale 1985). Conspicuously absent during this era was the technique of 

heroin II smoking; II few persons would get high by smoking the highly adulterated (1-2 percent pure, 

almost never 10 percent pure) street heroin. 

This cohort of heroin era injectors constitutes the largest pool of heroin abusers today. They 

have aged, so that most are in their 30s and 40s in the eatly 1990s. As young adults, such heroin 

injectors frequently shared their dnlgs and injecting equipment, or "rented works" at "shooting 

galleries" (Hanson et a1. 1985; Johnson et al. 1985). As a result of such practices, such beroin 

injectors were among the earliest high risk groups forHIV infection. In New YOlk City, over half of 

injection drug users are HIV positive (Des lar1ais et al. 1988, 1989). 

Heroin Smoking. While heroin -smomg" is uncommon in America, it is a primary mode of 

heroin use in many Asian societies. Particularly where virtually pure heroin is avaDable, heroin users 

·chase the dragon" (Hess 1965) by Inting be.roin until it vaporizes and tbm iDbale the '!'IIDOke." 

This delivers pure heroin to the lungs where it is abSOJbed into the blood SbeIm IDCI RaCbes the brain 

as rapidly as when heroin is injected. But even in Alia, when heroin purity declines substantially, 

many heroin smokers begin heroin injection. III 1978-80, Britain expeder"-ced • modest epidemic of 
'. 

heroin smoking. Subsequently, many bocIme heroin iDjectors m the 1980s (Pa!br, BUx, 

NewCombe, 1988; Pearson 1987). TIle genm.l JaIOD from history is tbat when aDd if heroin polity 

is high, heroin initiators ue attracted to snortiDg or amokiDg bero:in. But as tbeir tolerance to opiates 

• grows and/or when bcroin purity become low, npJar hemin IDOI'ten or IIDObrs ate at iDcIeased risk 

of heroin injection. :: .. , .... '7. ... : ...... ' ., . . . 
.;. ._ .. ~ ,.:.1 .. '. ' • .,~ " 
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Age of Heroin Onset. A great deal has been learned about the epidemiology of drug use and 

abuse in the past 20 years. Almost all persons who onset to heroin have previously u.sed other drugs 

(especially alcohol, marijuana, and cocaine powder) .. 'If heroin onset occurs, it typically occurs 

between ages 15-25; very few persons initiate heroin use after age 25 (Brunswick 1979). 

ppidemiological studies based upon household and high school senior surveys document that heroin 

use is very rare; generally less than 2 percent in the general household and high school senior 

population report ever using heroin and less than O.S percent use heroin monthly or more often 

(NIDA 1991; Johnston, O'Malley, Bachman 1991) . 

. Among criminal justice and drug treatment popuiations, however, heroin use and abuse is far 

more common. Generally 20 percent or more of ar.restees self-report heroin use, and a majority of 

drug treatment admissions report heroin abuse at admission (Wisb and Gropper 1990; Tints and 

Ludford 1984; Anglin and Hser 1990), although extensive variation by jurisdiction, agency, and time 

period is evident. 

Thus, policy makers and public health officials are eager to prevent and intervene at the 

• 

earliest phases of a "new" or "renewed" heroin epidemic (if it is occurring), so that a sizable e 
proportion of youths and even older drug abusers do not become seriously involved in heroin abuse in 

the future. This report focuses upon trends in heroin use among a subpopulation at high risk for new 

patterns of heroin and illicit drug use: specifically persons who engage in behaviors defined as 

criminal. Analyses focus upon those arrested for felony or misdemeanor crimes and at entry to the 

criminal justice system as reported in the Drug Use Forecasting program in 22 American cities. 

In the following sections, the strengths and Bmadons of the Dmg U., Forecasting program 

are provided, followed by findings ~ the main trends for DUP-Manbattan aDd 22 DUF cities •... 

Then a subsequent analysis of DUF-Manbattan changes are more iDteasive1y IIIIlyzed to ascertain the 

primary factors influencing trends in current heroin usc. The concluding rection provides a variety of 

conclusions and interpretations. -.. :-. 

j-. ;~~-~'~ 
.' L., 

Hypotheses .. .., . ., . -'. ,.1. t: ..•. 

This report ~ thme key DUll hypotheses about heroin use tImds among ar~ which • 

it will systematically attempt to disprove: .~ . 
• ~ J.. _'" 

.'~" . -..;.:r 
, ,.. ..... l • ~ 

Hypothesis 1: Trends in hemin use have remained comtant from 1987 to 1991. 
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Hypothesis 2: The proportion of heroin users who inject has remained constant from 1987-1991 . . 
• Hypothesis 3: Heroin onset has remained constant from 1987-1991. 

Hypothesis 4: Current h~roin abuse patterns show no change, 1987-91, especially after controlling 

for several important factors associated with variation in DUF sample composition over this 

period. 

Evidence for a new epidemic of heroin use/abuse would lead to the rejection of each of these 

hypotheses. These hypotheses would also be rejected if heroin use/abuse is declining or shifting 

downward. 

Description of the Drug Use Forecasting Program. 

The DUF program was designed by the National Institute of Justice (NIl) to measure trends in 

illicit drug use among booked arrestees in selected jurisdictions. In each city, trained interviewers 

conduct voluntary, confidential, and anonymous interviews for 10-15 consecutive days at the facility 

where arrestees are booked (e.g. the mesting officer completes documentation, the initial arrest 

til charges are fonnally entered into criminal justice processing, the person is fingeIprinted, and pretrial 

interviews are conducted). A standard interview schedule developed by Nl1 is admjnistered to 

• 

arrestees by a trained interviewer in as private a location as possible. At the end of the intelView, the 

inten'iewer requests the subject to provide a urine specimen. Some jurisdictions provide an incentive 

such as cigarettes or candy, while others offer no such incentive to participate. 

The DUF staff approach enough arrestees each quarter so that 225-250 males and 100 females 

complete the interview and provide a urine specimen. Consistently, 80-95 percent or more of all 

persons approached give their consent, complete the interview. and provide auft'icieDt U1i.nc for 

urinalysis. The DUF coordinator in each city earefully edits an of the completed interview schedule 

and sends them to Aspen Systems (the contractor for ND) which IUbsecp.iaatly edits ad alters all 
I' .... 

interview information into a database. 

AU urine specimens, labeled with the lime code "Imber U Ihe interview 1C:hcdule, me sent ~ 

Pharm Chern (the DUF urinalysis coatractor). Pbarm Chem completes an EMIT (Enzyme 

immunoassay test) test for 10 diffemn drugs (cocaine, opiates (beroin), marijuaDa, PCP, 
, .. ). 

amphetamines, baibitmates, beDmdilzepiDe£, propoxypbeDe, methadoae, ad methaqualcme). ~e 
. . . ( ,. . 

EMIT urine test is quite ICCUIIte ira detecting illicit drug use (V'uber 1991), with near zero false 
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positives, and about 20 percent f~ negatives (a function of the, ~tting point chosen ~y the 

manufacturer). The urinalysis results are forwarded to Aspen and merged with the interview data. 
~ . ..... 

Data from each quarter are fOlwarded to th~program director at each site .. ·About two,Years later, the 

data for all sites are provided to a third contractor, Sociometrics Corporation, which cleans and 

prepares a standard public release data set for all cities, or for selected cities. 

DUF data are very robust for conducting analysis of trends in illicit drug use within a 

jurisdiction. Since its inception, DUF interview procedures have been standard every quarter. The 

same sample sizes (about 350 subjects) have been obtained in each city, the same organizations have 

. conducted the interviews, the instructions for selection of subjectS have mnained similar, and high 

participation rates are the rule. The DUF data provides comparable samples of arrestees quarterly 

and is therefor well suited for studies of time trends in drug use, both via urinalysis and self-reports. 

Design of Respondent Selection. 
. . 

At its inception DUF was explicitly designed to address trends with a given jurisdiction; a 

-statistically representative" or random sample of arrestees was not planned. Rather, the 24 DUF 

cities participating in 1992 were selected so as to include most laJge cities over a million population, 

as well as many smaller ci~es representing all regions of the U.S. These cities were not selected as 

part of a representative sample of cities or the USA as a whole. Note: Only 22 cities participated in 

DUF by 12/89 and were included in the analysis for this report. 

Chaiken, Chaiken, Cavanagh (1991) provides extensive documentation about how closely the 

DUF samples approximate a representative wnple of arrestees in &elected jurisdictions (although this 

has not been documented for every participating jurisdiction). 'Ibree geacral findings seem clear: 1) 
~ . 

The characteristics of DUF samples are very cimiJar to aU booked urestees during that lime time 

period. When small differences emerge, police procedures which keep arrestces away from the 

facility where DUF interviewers are located-rather than the selection procedures by D~ . 

interviewers at the facility-account for many discrepaDcies. 2) DUF ldection procedures RCOmmend 

undersampling persons arrested on drug charges, but .1riectioD of an felony IDd many misdem~or . . . 

charges; these selection rules probably JeSUIt in drug DIe DIes which arc IOIIleWhat lower than might 
. . 

• 

be the case ~ a true ran~ sample .. 3) Jurisdictions may ~mt lOme ~on. ,in interpretation and • 

compliance with DUF procedures. Such varlatioos ~y involve police/court decisioDs about the . ~~. . . ". 

inclusion or exclusion of persons mested on common miscfemeanor charges (e.,. plostitution, 
• ~ ~ <{, 
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·vagrJ.l1cy, DWl, etc.), not felonies and drug sale crimes. Despite such inconsistencies, DUF samples 

'. appear to be quite representative of booked arrestees coming to the specific booking centers where 

DUF interviewing takes place. Future analyses by the Cbaikens will contain many complex 

statistical and other adjustments for geographic coverage of booking facilities, distribution of arrest 

charges, offense characteristics, booking procedures, and other factors. 1bis would permit combining 

Drug Use Forecasting data after assigning appropriate weights to JdIect the volume of arrests in the 

participating booking facilities. 

• 

In order to have sufficient samples of female offenders f~ sex-specific analyses, ND JeqUUes 

100 female interviews/quarter for most sites. Thus, females are overrepresented in DUF (about 25 

percent of all subjects) when compared with the general arrest population (about 10-1S percent of all 

arrestees are female). In the main analysis below"male and female DUF rwnples are combined. 

Prior analyses of DUF da.ta suggest that female arrestees may bave som~what bigher levels of opiate 

positive urines than males (Wisb, Brady, Cuadrado, Alvarado 1985; Wish and Gropper 1990), 

although considerable variability is evident by city in sex differences for various drugs . 

Secondary aDalys~ of DUF data. 

This report presents a secondaIy analysis of the DUF data. 'Ib\Z. senior author is the director 

of the DUF-Manhattan program and receives quarterly DUF data about 3 months after data 

collection. DUF-Manhattan data begin in the second quarter of 1987 (henceforth abbreviated 2Q87) 

through 3Q91. This provides nearly a five year period, 1987-91, for Manhattan only. Due to the 

absence of a contract, no data were available for 3Q88. Women were DOt hlterviewed in the initial 

waves in 2Q87 & 3Q87. In 4Q9O. the booking of female offenders was c:.baDgcd from the Police 

Department to Corrections; staff were UDlble to pin ICCeU aDd CODduct imcrviewl for this quarter. 

Across 17 quarters of data, over 5,600 booked 81'JesteeI wae iIIterv:iew6d for DtJP-Manbattan. 

kPublic release data sets were obWDed from Soclometrics •. 1bU data let ecntains data for 22 

cities which bad one or more quarters in the DUF pJ'OII'IID by 4Q89. 1"bis provides a Ihort-term 

• . 'trend (8 quarters). ne 1990 IDd 1991.cWa ~ DOt made available for pablic ~ by Nn., . 

Especially during 1988. many new cities w= bdDg added to the DUP pJ'OII'IID, and so do not 
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provide a full 8 quarters of data during these two years. Many smaller cities added during this period 

lack a substantial heroin problem arid may contribute to the apparent "declines" in heroin use reported 

in the main report. DUF Manhattan data for these quarters are included in figures fortilie 22 'cities. 

The trends in heroin use reported for the 22 cities combined must be viewed with healthy 

skepticism. The DUF subject selection strategy results in approximately equal numbers of DUF 

arrestees being interviewed each quarter, so small cities like Seattle, Birmingham, and Indianapolis 

contribute as many cases as major cities like New York, Chicago, and u,s Angeles. 'No efforts are 

made here to weight for different volumes of anests, city size,' br varied police booking procedures. 

The likelihood is high that arrestees in different cities have their own unique patterns and trends {some 

may have small increases, others large decreases, others consistently low (under S percent) rates of 

heroin use). When these different trends are combined without weighting, the overa1llevel of heroin 

use is shown to decline. These trends among the 22 cities clearly aecessitate reanalysis to statistically 

control (such as those being done by Ian Chaiken) for volume of arrest and other factors in each city, 

and is beyond the scope of this report. 

Since sample sizes are so JaIge (350 cases/quarter) and about 1000 (or more) annually in 

DUF-Manhattan and the 22 DUF cities, changes of 2-3 percent in heroin use mtes would be 

statistically significant. The analyses below, however, focus upon changes that are more substantial 

than would be needed to meet the mjnjmuat criteria of statistical significance. 

,', 

Demographics Characteristics 

[Table 1 ·about here.] 

Table 1 compares the demographic characteristics ofpcnons in DUF-Manbattan (1987-91) 

and 22 DUF sites (1988-89). DUF selection Ibat.egies Jet leX ratios 10 that ~ are male 

and a quarter female. The distributions of ages and birth coborts are virtually identical, with about 

two-thirds being 30 or younger at interview. ," ' .. .... .... 
" 

,t ... 
'';1 

While the proportion of black urcstees in ManNHm aDd 22 cities II vhtuaDy idMfica1 (55 

percent), Hispanics constitute about 30 penmt of amsteesin DUP ... ManbattJD, but only IS percent in 

the 22 cities. 1bis reflects the Wge Hispanic ~~ in Manhattan. :" 

• 

• 
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. , " ....... 

Table 1. Demographic Characteristics of DUF Samples 
from Manbattanand ~l Vational (Sites ' 

, . 

Characteristic 

Base Ns: 

Sex: Male 
Females 

Age: 15-20 
21-25 
26-30 
31-35 
36 & older 

Ethnicity: Black 
White 
Hispanic 

Education: < High School 
H. s. Grad/GED 
Some, college 
In school 

Marital Single/Never~rried 
Married/Common Law 
Separated/Divorced 

Widowed 

Employed: Unemployed 
Odd jobs/parttime 
Full time 

Year of 1987 
interview: 1988 

1989 
1990 
1991 

Year of Before 1945 
Birth 1945-1954 

1955-1964 
1965-1970 
After 1970 

''''!:J)UP 

Jlanbattan 
1.987-91 

5,647 

'76 
24 

15 
24 
24 
17 
20 

54 
12 
31 

44 
31 
21 
4 

'66 
22 

. 12 

56 
17 
27 

13 
21 
24 
24 

-19 

6 
17 
44 
26 
8 

22 Dt7P' 
Cities· 
'1988-89 

'35, Bl0 

75 
25 

17 
25 
23 
16 
18 

55 
29 
15 

39 
34 
25 
2 

58 
24 
18 

46 
26 
28 

39 
61 

6 
17 
43 

' '-.~ - 30 " 

4 

. , 

t ~ .. ~;, . . ,' 

". 

~:;. J 

,'* Includes Manhattan, plus 21other"cities in'DtlF iD19S8 -or 1989 

.. l";\.!t"""~.·" ...~ ~ •. ,&1'- .• - I . 
.. ,.', " 

., "".-'; ;-. ,. ' . . " .... " .... . 
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DUF-Manhattan subjects were some what more likely to be ¥gh school dropouts (44 percent 

VS. 39 percent) and less likely to have so.:ne college (21 versus 2S percent) than DUF subjects in 22 • 

cities. While DUF-Manhattan subjects were about as likely to report being manied (or common law) 

as in the 22 cities, ,a higher proportion (66 percent) of DUF-Manhattan subjects reported never being 

married than those in the 22 cities (58 percent). Likewise, DUF-Manhattan Subjects report equivalent 

rates of full time employment (both above a quarter), but are mOle likely (56 versus 46 percent) to 

report being unemployed than subjects in the 22 cities. 

Overall, the characteristics of the DUF samples in Manhattan and the 22 DUF cities were very 

similar to eacb other. Moreover, these characteristics are very simUar to urestees in Manhattan 

(Lewis, .Tohnson, Dunlap, and Golub 1992) and in national arrest data.bases (FBI 1991). 

While not a random or systematic probability sample of booked arrestees, these DUF samples 

appear very similar demographically and are probably quite representative of the populations of 

arrestees from which they were selected. 

Construction of major heroin use variables. • 

This paper examines how heroin use has varied from 1987 to 1991 on a quarterly and annual 

basis and includes multipJe indicators drawn from the standard DUF interview schedule: 

1) Urinalysis results. EMIT results which were o,piate POsitive geneIally provide 

pbysiological evidence of recent (past 24-48 hours) heroin or ether opiate consumption. Opiate 

negative results, however, do not not indicate that ar.restees have never used opiates because they may 

self-report some lifetime use or have DOt used heroin ~y. 

2) Self-reports of heroin use. Several items asked subjects whether they had ever used heroin 

or 'black tar' heroin (available in some WC5t Coast cities) in dIeir lifetime. Jffhey eported any 

lifetime heroin use, additional followup questions were uted about use in the past 30 days, past 72 

hours, frequency of use in past 30 days, age of first heroin use, depeodeace on heroin, aDd age of 
. .... If :'.1 

first use and first dependence OIl heroin. _ .. _. ~ __ 

3) Self-reported itUsdion of drup. Subjects were ubd if they hid ever ~ drugs, and 

whether they had injeCted heroin, cocaine, and amphdamiDes. TIley were also dbd if they shared 

needles with others and how AIDS had affected their needle Ihming pnctices. 
• 
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The DUF interview schedule does JlQt ask questions about techniques of heroin consumption 

(although it contains a detailed question about techniques of cocaine consumption); While heroin 

injection is measured directly, subjects are not asked directly if they snort and/or smoke heroin. 

Thus, changes in heroin use techniques can only be measured indirectly as -not a heroin injector," 

without specifying whether such use was by snorting or smoking. 

Heroin User Typology. 

Using 21 different items containing infonnation about heroin use, a typology of heroin 

use/abuse was constructed as defmed below. ne objective was to define DUF arrestees into extreme 
, 

categories, as true "nonusers" of beroin, to hard--core injectors (e.g. ;as speedbal1ers) as well as into 

several intermediate categories which could be subsequently combined. In developing this typology, 

persons with opiate positive results were separated from opiate negative persons. 

lJRl!\~ OPUTE POSITIVE 

• 1. Hardcore speedballer: Arrestee tested positive for opiates AND reported heroin and cocaine 

injection within the past month AND reported weekly 01' daily heroin use during the past 30 days 

and/or dependency upon heroin. 

• 

2. Herojn injector: Arrestee tested positive for opiates AND reported ever iqjecting heroinJ but may 

not report heroin use in the past 30 days or claimed less than weekly use in the past 30 days. 

3. Heroin user, denies injection: Artestee tested positive for opiates AND reported DO lifetime 

injection of heroin BUT reported lifetime use of heroin (this may include use in the put 30 days). 

4. Denies heroin use: Arrestee tested positive for opiates AND aeIf-RipOIted DO lifetime ugection and 

no lifetime use of beroin. ••. ;:,;.,'! ... ,,' . 

URINE OPIATE NEGATIVE 

S. Current heroin injector: Arrestee tested negative for opiates AND Idf-RipOIted my hcIOin 

injection AND reported several days of hemin UIe cIuriDI the put 30 days. t.·. . .. ", , .... 
• : . ,,~"::l' ", - ... 

6. Not .CUl'J'ent heroin injector/user: Arrestee tested aeplive for opiates AND d-reported heroin' . 
t .. ~. A •• ' : ..,'¥. ""'~ ..... \:.:" .' ,,< " t,-. 

injection and/or heroin UIe,':BtTI' denies beroin UIe cIuriDI the put 30 daYs. ." f.-l ·:v, ." 1'. 
I 

~ ~ ...... ~~ .. ~. . ... 
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7. Noninjector heroin user: Arrestee testeduegative for opiates AND self-reported someJifetime 

heroin use, BUT reported no injection of heroin. 

8. Heroin nonuser: Arrestee tested negative for opiates AND was not "yes· cn any questions! about 

lifetime heroin use or dependence AND reported no lifetime injection of heroin. These were true 

nonusers of heroin, as closely as could 00 measured in this data set. 

Persons with some heroin use, but with missing information were classified as best as 

possible. For example, persons who reported heroin use and injection,but were missing information 

about cocaine injection or missing data about their frequency in the past 30 days were classified into 

category 2 if they were opiate positive, and category 6 if opiate negative. These Heroin User 

categories were summed into three major dependent variables analyzed below: 

• Any Heroin Use (reported/detected): This included categories 1-7 above, and consisted of 

persons who have at least one indicator suggesting that they had used heroin in their lifetimes or 

• 

they were detected as opiate positive at mest. "Almost all heroin users se]f~reported some heroin • 

use/injection; less than IS percent were detected mill by their opiate positive results (e.g. were 

classified in category 4 above). 

· Opiate positive: The proportion who were opiate positive (categories 1-4). !Ibis is equivalent to 

infonnation routineiy provided in the DUF reports (ND 1991). nus measu,te provided 

physiological evidence of heroin/opiate use in the past 24-48 hours. This is the primary evidence 

used that the person is a ·very current heroin user.· 

• Any Heroin injection (reported): Persons tepOrt lOme lifetime injection of heroin (categories 

1 +2+5+6 above). 
. " . 

• 1 ..... ":" ..... "':.~"" 

.. '-; .. 

:.. .. ~ .~ .... ... ... ,' 

; l. " ) .. ~:~.t,. ~# .... 

" '.,. ~~ .~ ""' . 
ISubjects were asked about a series OriDicit dmgs.lfthey"answemd ",eS,: this" was recOnted as 
"yes; 11 followup questions were asked (about receocy. fJequeacy, IF of -GIllet). If they answ=d ,. • 
IIno" for a specific drug, thiJ denial was DOt spccificaDy mconted as ·110;" ilbelabe did DOt mpond 
or refused to answer, this was DOt mconIed. 'IbuI,. -." - "~JefuIed, • «'!DO asponsel'll were placed 
into a "oot yes" category for an drugs. If the mbject mfused to USWel' the entire dma grid, 
questionnaires were removed (and would be excluded from the daia ma1yzed here). 
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The detailed data for these dependent variables of heroin use and the Heroin User Typology .• . 

are provided in the Appended Tables Al and A3 . 

Year of Heroin Onset. 

Persons who self-reported any lifetime heroin use were asked for' their age of first heroin use. 

This was added to their year of birth to provide a year of heroin onset as IepOrted in Appended Tables 

A2 and A4. Persons were classified according the general drug era (Johnson, Manwar, Golub 1992) 

in which they fU"St used heroin: 

kI. Pre-heroin era onset: heroin onset prior to 1965. 

2. Heroin era onset: heroin onset in 1965-1974 . . 
3. Intennediate heroin onset (during the cocaine era): heroin onset was reported in 1975-84. 

4. Recent heroin onset (during the crack era): heroin onset was reported in 1985 to two years prior to 

interview. 

5. Heroin Initiators: heroin onset in the past two years (a one year window was found to have too few 

• cases for analytic use) . 

• 

. ' 6. Some heroin use, no onset year: person reported some lifetime heroin use, but denied an age of 

heroin onset, did not provide an age of onset, or gave inconsistent onset age (e.g. the computed 

year of onset was greater than year of interview). 

FINDINGS ABOUT HEROIN USE TRENDS 

No Heroin Use Increases. 

The central rmding presented in all graphs (and detailed tables in Appeatix A) pmsented 

below support one unambiguous conclusion: 

The Drug Use Forecasting data provide DO evidence for an Wcn;a:;e nor for a sustained 

upswing in heroin use or abuse, either in ManbattJn (dining 1987-91) or for the 22 
'". ~ ~:..... ~ 

cities (during 1988-89). . . . r <: , 
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While small increases in heroin use are occasionally evident when examining 
.. ' ; 

quarter-by-quarter results, these increases are generally balanced by a decrease in heroin use in either • 

the preceding or subsequent quarters. Some possible inte1p:retations about the lack of inc~e in 

heroin use are provided in the conclusions. 

Note: The vast majority of persons detected as opiate positive self-reported some lifetime 

heroin use, but about two-thirds of aD self-re:ported heroin users were opiate positive at interview. 

Thus, self-reports of heroin use are of considerable value in identifying the many an~ who would 

not be detected as heroin users by urinalysis alone, or who had ~ heroin use altogether, or had 

not used recently. 

The trends documented below suggest a gradual decline in heroin use/abuse, but the specific 

behavioral changes and magnitude of decline vary according to the measure of heroin use. Table 2 
• ° 

and 3 plus Graphs 1-4 document the major fmdings (See Appendix A-Tables AI-A4 for detailed data 

upon which the graphs are based). 

Declines in heroin use and injection in DUF :Manbattan. 

Trends in heroin use among DUF-Manhattan arrestees are provided in ·1'able 2 and also • 

displayed in Graph 1 and 2. The quarterly trends are shown in Graphs lA-Ie and lA-2e. Graph ID 

and 2D show the annual trends. (Graphs 1-4 are based upon detailed data in Appended Tables AI-4). 

[Table 2 and Graphs 1 & 2 about here.] 

Substantial declines occurred in the proportion of Manhattan arrestees detected or who 
, . 

self-reported any heroin use. Almost two-fifths in 1987-88, and a third in 1989-91 of Manhattan 

arrestees had any heroin use reported or detected. nus was a 17 percmt decline in any 

(self-reported or detected) heroin use among am:stees between 1987. '1991. 1'be proportion of 

DUF-Manhattan arrestees who reported any lifetime heroin injection Abo decliDed from 32 percent in 

1987 to 24 percent in 1989-90, and to 21 perceot in 1991. Dis ~ a 34 peram decline in 

heroin injection reported between 1987 tmd 1991. In 1987..a8, &bout a quarter of III DlJF-Manbattan 

arrestees tested positive for opiates; this figure was UDder 20 ~ in 1989-90, and 17 pettent in 

1991; this is a 35 percent decline in heroin use detected by urinatysis between 1987 mll991. • 
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.• Table 2. Decline in Heroin Use Among DtJ1i' Kanbattan Arrestees 

Annual Percent in: Percent change 
Dependent Variable(s) 1987 1991 Decline (87 to 91) 

Base N 728 1049 
------------------------------------------------------------------
1. Any Heroin Use 39 33 17 

(reported/detected) 

2. Any Heroin Injection 32 2J. 34 

3. Opiate positive 26 17 35 

Among Heroin Users: (n=) 284 340 

4. Any Heroin Injection 83 66 20 

5. Opiate Positive 66 52 22 

e 6. Heroin Initiator 6 5 NS 

NS--Not significant 

• 
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These data document a relatively shaIp decline in self-reported heroin injection md current 

(e.g. being opiate positive) heroin use between the 1987-88 period and 1989-90 period. Whether the 

further smaller declines documented during 1991 in opiate positives or heroin injectors represents 

another significant reduction, or just a temponuy dip, must await the availability Of additional DUF 

Manhattan cycles. 

An examination of each category of the heroin user typology in Appended Table AI reveals 

only a few shifts among DUF Manha~ arrestees. The proportion recorded as 'P"""balJers, persons 

who inject cocaine and heroin mixed together, fluctuates considerable by quarter, from 7 pen:ent 

(2Q90) to 15 percent (3Q90 and 4Q89), but generally within 4 pereent of the grand mean (11 

percent). A fairly substantial decline, from about 9 percent in 1987 to 6 percent in 1991, occurred 

among those who self-reported heroin injection and heroin use (but not in past 30 days) and who were 

opiate negative at arrest. A sharp decline from 8 percent in 1987 to 2 percent in 1991 occurred 

among opiate positive heroin injectors who denied current heroin use. A reduction from 7 percent in 

1987 to 2 percent in 1991 occurred among persons denying alI heroin use/injection, but were detected 

• 
• I ~,.-

as opiate positive. Other categories (e.g. speedballers, heroin users who claim not to inject drugs) • 

remain relatively unchanged across the five year period. 

Decreases in heroin injection and opiate positives among heroin users In Manhattan. 

When analyses (Table 2 and Graph 2) are restricted to the third (see Table 2) of 

DUF-Manhattan anestees who were detected or self-report some heroin use in their lifetime, those 

reporting heroin injection decreased from 83 percent in 1987 to 70 percem in 1988 .. 90, ·and dam to 66 

percent in 1991, a decline of 20 percent ovet' five years. Likewise, IIIlODI DUF-Manhauau heroin .

users, opiate positive urestees decreased from 66 percent in 1987 ~ S5 pen:eut in 1989-90, &lid to 52 

percent in 1991, a decline of 22 percent. 

As a ~ IeSUlt of declines in heroin injection amonl hemin PIm, the proportion mporting 

some heroin use (but not injection) doubled from 17 perceDt in 1987 to 34 pe.teaIt in 1991. Whether . ' .. ... . ... ~... . ~ 

this reflects increased heroin smoking, or oo1y beroin SDOrtiDg CUDOt be determiDed with the DUF ~ 

data available . ; " ,; .. " .' Co. ,. ;). \".:J':". 
• ::.. ~ -.' ;... ~. "t< ~~. .. ... ..;: .-- ~ ». ' .. ~. 
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The data (Graph 2C, Table 1, also see Table Al) shows that about 6 percent of 

• DUF-Manhattan arrestees with any lifetime heroin use reported initiation to heroin.in the prior two 

years. While such heroin initiation exhibits considerable fluctuation by quarter, little evidence of a 

substantial decline (or sustained increase) in heroin initiation among heroin users is shown for the five 

year period 1987-91. 

Examination of the year of heroin onset (Appendix A-Table A2) shows that about two-fifths 

of DUF-Manhattan heroin users began such use prior to 1975, and another thinf during 1975-83, with 

little variation by quarter or year. Thus, approximately three-quarters2 of heroin users had begun 

prior to 1984 (and 3-8 years prior to interview). Only persons who reported heroin onset during the 

crack era (1984-two year prior to interview) increased substantially; this probably mflects persons 

reaching young adulthood during this era adding heroin to their drug pattern. New heroin initiators 

(in past two years were relatively rare, however, and considerable variability by quarter was evident. 

Declines in heroin use among 22 DUF clties. 

• 'Decreases are also shown in heroin use for the 22 DUF cities reporting by the end of 1989 

• 

(Table 3 and Graphs 3 & 4--also see Tables A3 & A4). 

[Table 3 and Graphs 3 & 4 about here.] 

Likewise, any heroin use reported/detected decreased from 29 percent in the first half of 1988, 

to 20 percent in second half of 1989, a decline of 29 percent during this period. The proportion who 

reported any heroin injection decreased from 21 percent in the first half of 1988 to 15 percent in 

second half of 1989, a decline of 26 percent. Likewise, 14 petealt were detected as opiate positive in 

the first half of 1988, this decreased to 10 percent in the secood half of 1989, • decline of 28 percent 

during this period. 

No declines in heroin injection or opiate positI.es aDlOq heroin ..... 10 22 DUF cities. 

Parallel findings to those in DUF Manhattan do DQl emerge amcmg heroin ue.t'B for the 22 

DUF cities (Table 3 and Gnpb 4). Among aeJf-ft1'Ortedldetected hemiD uen in the 22 DUP cities 

(which include DUF Manhattan data for 88-89), about tJlme..quuters report jqjec:tiDJ heroin during 

2 An additional 10 percent of heroin users &kaied or failed to give a 'ft!M of beroin iJritiation. 
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~able 3. Decline in Heroin Uae Among Arrest.as in 22 DUT Cities. ~ 

Dependent Variable(s) 

Base N 

~ual·Percent in: 
First Second 

.Half 088 Half '89 

6,625 1.2,475 

·Percent change 
(1888 -
2B89) 

---------------------------------------.----~--------- -------1. Any Heroin Use 
(reported/detected) 

2. Any Heroin Injection 

3. Opiate Positive 

29 

14 

20 29 

1.5 26 

10 28 

----------------------------------~--------~---------- -------Among Heroin Users: (n=) 1,910 2,542 

4. Any Heroin Injection 72 76 -5 

5. Opiate Positive 48 47 2 

6. Heroin Initiator 8 9 -1.2 

~ 

~ 
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.~. ,. J •• GRAPH 3. AMONG DUF ARRESTEES IN 22 CITIES, PERCENT: 
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GRAPH 4. AMONG ARRESTEES IN 22 DUF CITIES WITH 
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their lifetime, with perhaps a small inorease (five percent) froin 72 percent in first 'h3tt 1988 to 76 

• percent in second half 1989 (Graph'4B & 4D).; l.ikeWise, 49 percent oftbe heroin users in the 22 

DUF cities were dew..cted as opiate positive at arrest (Graph 4A '&, 4D), It figure that mnained 

virtually unchanged during two years. Perhaps a longer time window (mcluding 1990 and 1991 data) 

would show a decline in heroin injection and opiate positives among heroin users. 

• 

• 

Approximately 9 percent of heroin users in the 22 DUF cities report~ heroin initiation during 

the two years prior to DUF interview, with considerable variation by quarter. But DO substantial 

increases or decreases in heroin initiation were evident during 1988-89 period. 

Heroin initiation patterns. 

The data (Tables A2 and A4) shows low but variable rates of heroin initiation among arrestees 

in DUF-Manhattan and the 22 DUF cities. When based on the entire samples, generally less than 2 

percent of DUF arrestees report initiation (first heroin use in two years prior to interview) during any 

given quarter. While approximately 6 percent of self-reported/detected heroin users in DUF 

Manhattan and 9 percent in the 22 DUF cities reported heroin initiation in a given year, no substantial 

increases or decreases in heroin initiation was evident. 

ANALYZING THE DECLINE IN OPIATE POSITIVlTY AMONG DUF-MANBATTAN 

ARRESTEES. 

This section addresses tbe question: 'What factors account for the declines documented 

above--especially declines in current heroin use as measured by being opiate positive at interview? 

Opiate positivity was 25.8 percent of the DUF-Manbattan sample in 1987 but 16.8 percem in'1991, a 

decline of 3S percent over 5 yw-s. 1bis lDllysis is limited to three ~or dasses of facton which the 

Drug Use Forecasting data can address. Other factors DOt measmd by DUF ate suggested in the 

conclusion. These analyses lie limited to the DUlLManbaUaD 1IIDP1e aDd haVe DOt been Il\Irodu~ 

forotbercities. ' • .'.i"'·'Il- ,,>t: .~.: c :-,:;-

Three major factors may account in part for the clec1iDe'in 'opiate ~ documented above . 

1. Cban&ing composition or DUF-ManhattaD arnItee ad 1aterriewIeI: ~PoBce mat pI'Idices . 

and hence popuJations targeted for mest may have dwlpd OYer 1im.e.~ 'During this 5-year period, the 

NYPD instituted Tactical Narcotics Teams 'Which made major sweeps aDd mestcd larF IIIJIIlbers of 
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crack sellers--which may have reduced somewhat the number of heroin abusers arrested. 
• • ~ J 

Additionally, 'the procedures for DUF recruitment have changed slightly. For example, DUF bas • 

purposefully undersampled less serious offenders and persons arrested for drug fe1oni~~. A lull in 

drug sweeps or major roundups of pickpockets, burglars, car thieves, etc. in a given quarte~ could 

affect the percent opiate positive. 

2. Changes in heroin experience of different birth cohorts. ~ explained at the beginDing and in 

more deta.il elsewhr:e (Johnson, Manwar, Golub ~991; Golub, Johnson, lcwis 1992; Johnson and 

Muffler 1992), during the heroin era (1965-73), sizable proportions of young adults became heroin 

injectors, while successive cohorts may have been less apt to try heroin. These heroin era persons 

have died, retired, recovered, been treated, switched to crack or alcohol, or been incarcerated for 

long periods. Among arrested persons who have continued heroin injecting, their average age has 

increased so that most are in their Jate 30s in 1990). These ~rs may have reduced the proportion 

of heroin era persons arrested, and their heroin use may have declined. Hence, more recent DUF 

samples may include fewer heroin users since these older persons are forming a smaller proportion of 

the offending population, unless of course, heroin became popular again and more younger persons • 

recently initiated its use. 

3. An actual decline in current beroin use may have occurred •. That is, independent of the other 

factors identified above, arrestees may be avoiding heroin and even heroin users are not using it 

regularly enough result in many opiate positive subjects at arrest. 

To the extent that changing birth cohort membership accounts for the decline, both opiate 

positivity must vary substantial1y with birth year and the composition of.the DUP-Manhattan sample 

by birth cohorts must vary substantially from 1987 to 1991.Similuly, 10 the.mem that changing 

. targets of the Manhattan police and the DUFoManbattln program can I.CCODJlt for decline, opiate 

positivity must vary substantially with any of the following iDdMdual attributes urestces: most .. ,.. . 

serious arrest charge, emp10ymmt status, educational atbimnent, maritallIalUs, ~ethnicity, and 
~ . 'f . • 

gender. Furthennore, the composition of the DUFMMtnhaltlD amestfles must vary with these ~e, ' 

individual attributes over the five year period. ", ~-, ."l, IT; ;f," .:.\r ",>: '"': ~ .. Ji~ . ,'_ 

Changin& composition ofDUF .. MaDhattaD U'I'I8tees. ~".~ '" .'';:'~ 'P', .;". ", , 
" ~. .,;.. ..... ~~ .. l' .'. ~ .... tfl • ~ ...... ,::L 4 .. "· -··l. -1 .. *' 

[Table 4 about here.] . .... 
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Table 4. Variation Over T~e in Prevalence (Percent of Sample) 
for Covariates of Opiate positivity 

"DUF Interview Year: 
Attribute 87 88 89 90 

BIRTH COHORT 
1900-49 
1950-54 
1955-59 
1960-64 
1965-69 
1970-77 

.15** 
15.4 
10.9 
19.8 
26.1 
23.5 
3.8 

PRIMARY CHARGE 
Murder/Assault 
Robbery 
Weapons 

.16** 

Drugs 
Theft 
Burglary 
Sex Of f el1.fl~eS 
Other 

RACE/ETHNICITY 
Black 
White } 
Hispanic 

.08** 

INCOME SOURCE .45** 
No illegal work 
Welfare/SSI 
Unemployed 
Prostitute 
Drugs Sales 
Other 

10.2 
10.9 
2.2 

20.2 
.25.0 

7.3 
4.7 

19.6 

56.5 
11.1 
32.4 

59.8 
n/a 

40.2 
n/a 
nia 
n/a 

11.2 
11.7 
20.2 
26.9 
22.7 

7.1 

11.41 
10.6 
2.7 

19.4 
24.4 

9.8 
6.4 

15.4 

59.3 
10.8 
29.9 

37.1 
.8 

61.6 
.5 

n/a 
n/a 

9.7 
12.0 
20.2 
25.5 
22.1 
10.3 

10.8 
13.0 
2.3 

15.3 
26.1 
9.8 
5.5 

17.2 

61.1 
13.6 
25.3 

4705 
10.7 
22.7 
4.1 
4.1 

11.1 

10.1 
10.9 
15.3 
25.0 
21.9 
16.2 

13.9 
20.7 
2.6 
9.7 

25.3 
9.5 
4.4 

13.8 

53.1 
12.9 
34.0 

52.5 
11.0 
21.6 

3.9 
3.4 
7.6 

.J.987-91 

9
'1 .... , Aver-I percent

b age . decline 

10.6 
10.7 
.l.8.4 
23.5 
21.0 
15.7 

14.4 
l.5 .. 6 
2.8 

3.3.9 
'24.1 
10.2 
4.3 

14.7 

54.1 
12.6 
33.4 

43.9 
17.6 
18.2 
4.4 
5.5 

10.4 

11.0 
11.3 
18.7 
25.4 
22.2 
11.2 

12.2 
14.5 
2.5 

15.2 
25.0 
9.5 
5.1 

15.9 

56.9 
12.3 
30.7 

47.4 
8.6 

32.0 
2.8 
2.8 
6.4 

31 
2 
7 

10 
11 

-313 

-41 
-43 
-27 
31 
'4 

-40 
9 

25 

4 
-14 

-3 

.27 

55 

a The product-moment coefficiene, phi, measures the level 
of association between two categorical variables in a contingency 
tabJ.<e on a scale from 0 to 1. A value of phi-1 indicates perfect 
congruence between two attributes. 

** statistically significant a-.Ol levele 
* statistically significant a-mOS level. 
b A negative number represents an increase between 1987 and 1991. 
n/a category not asked in that year of the DOF interviews • 

. ,. 
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Table 4 documents the variation for DUF-Manhanan samples in prevalence fo/ each attribute 

level for each year 1987 to 1991.'.,Birth ooliort and most serious arrest charge appear to be the best • 

candidates for explaining the decline in opiate positivity among DUF-~ttan arrestees from 1987 
.~~ . 

to' 1991 : Arrestees born between 1950 and 1964--this includes three birth cohorts-:-exJn"bit the highest 

.rates of opiate positivity. r:ae representation in DUF-Manbattan samples for these birth cohorts 

declined by as much as 10% from 1987 to 1991 for the 1960-1964 cobort, although the 19S()"S4 

cohort did not decline much (only 2%). 

Regarding most serious arrest charge, the proportion arrested for drug offenses declined 32 % , 

from 20 % of the DUF-Manhattan sample in 1987 to 15 ~ in 1991. Drug urestees exhibit a high rate 

of opiate positivity and hence the overall decline in opiate positivity from 1987 to 1991 may be linked . 
to the decline in their representation. Additionally, the prevalence of anestees clwged with 

murder/assault, robbery and weapons-three arrest types associated with a lower Dte of opiate 

positivity--increased from 1987 to 1991. However, over the same period, arrests for burglary 

increased 40 %, from 7.3 % to 9.5 % of the sample. Burglary arrestees exhibited an even bigher rate 
, 

of opiate positivity than drug arrestees, bence, this trend should partially offset the decline in opiate • 

positivity . 

The trends over time in racelethnicity and primary source of income suggest that, individually . 
each may not account for much of the overall decline in opiate positivity from 1987 to 1~1. The 

. . 
proportion of black arrestees remained relatively constant level from 1987 to 1991. Hence, the 

decline in opiate positivity may not be &ttributed to a change in mceletbnicity oomposition. Overall, 
'. ~ 

some significant changes in the composition of the DUPS-ManbattaD umstees did GCaI1' during five 

AnaJyzing variability in opiate posltlrity. 

.,(Table 5 about here] 
.' 

..... ' ' . 
.. '.~. ~,. 

" 

...., ~'\' ... .; .:... .... . ..... ~ ... ~~~ . : . . 

, Table S provides a logistic tepsSion model documemiDg covuiatiou between opiate positivity 

and eacb of the individuallttributes. Losistic mgressioD ~ the best model (bueCI on the 

criterion of maximum likelihood) for the simultaneous va.rlmtioo in a binomial depeadem variable-in 

this case opiate positivity-with individual attributes. 1be simultaneity of this analysis Ittributes the • 

differential amount of ~in .. positivity to.each iDdcpeDdent variable in the I1lOde1 

controlling for alI other facton included aDd thus Jl.IUds 19.mNt the possibility of II,PUrlDus 
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Table 5. Covariates of Opiate Positivity (Logistic Regression Analysis) 

ATTR.IBUTE LEVELS MDLTIPLIBRIATT2IBUTE 

Odds Ratio of Opiate Positivity 
for Reference Population .15 

DUF INTERVIEW YEAR 
(Wald(4)=lO$8*) a 

BIRTH COHORT 
, (Wald (6) =147.6**) 

RACE/ETHNICITY 
(Wald(2)=114.4**) 

01987 
1988 
1989 
1990 
1991 

UNKNOWN 
.1900-1949 
1950-54 
1955-59 
1960-64 
1965-69 
1970-77 

@Black 
White/Other 
Hispanic 

1.00 
1.22 

.83 

.90 

.74 

sOl 
1.00 
4.66 
2.68 
2.03 
1.34 

.72 

1.00 
1.27 
1.31 

QUARTER 
(Wald{3)-~.9) 

EDUCATION 
(Wald(6)-5.54) 

GENDER 
(Wald(1)-1.2) 

,LBVBLSMDLTIPLIER 

.First 
Second 
Third 

. Pourth 

Unknown 
.1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 

~le 
Female 

1.00 
.97 
.. 93 

1.06 

1.09 
1.00 
1.15 

.44 
1.26 
1.04 
1.30 

1.00 
1.05 

MOST SERIOUS 
ARREST CHARGE 
WALD(7) =95.9**) 

Murder/Asslt .78 MARITAL STATUS .Single 1.00 
Robbery .99 (Wald(2)-.07) Married 1.01 

PRIMARY SOURCE 
OF INCOME 
(Wald{5)-68.4**) 

Weapons .53 
Drugs 1~39' 
@Theft 1.00 
Burglary 1.69 
Sex Offense .71 
Other .84 

eNo Illegal 
Welfare 
Unemployed 
Prostitute 
Drugs 
Other 
Illegal 

1.00 
076 
082 

'1.80 
1.09 
1.44 

Sep/Wid/Div 1.01 

aThe Wald statistic indicates the extent of the variation a8sociated with 
particular vari~le after controlling for the influen~e of all other 
variables. A Chi -test with the degrees of freedon indicated in 
parentheses determdnes whether the variation is statistically aignificant. 
** statistically significant «-.01 level. 
'* statistically significant at-80S level. 
• reference level for the attribute. 

... .. .. ~ : 

. .... ~ . . ~ ... , . . 

l ~ . • . ."'t.!. ... ' 

~ . . f 
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association. The logistic regression also includes DUF mterview year and quarter as independent 

variables to identify the extent to which opiate positivity is associated with interview year {thus ;' • 

measuring the "true trend"} after controlling for the factors and to also control for any ~na1ity (by 

quarter) in opiate positivity, respectively. 

The "reference level" for each attribute included in the logistic regression model is indicated 

with the at "@" symbol. The reference population-persons whose attributes conform to the reference 

level for all variables--exhibit odds of being opiate positivity of .IS to one, bence, IS out of every 115 

or 13 % exhibit opiate positivity. The multipliers associated with levels other than the reference level 

indicate variation in the odds of opiate positivity associated with deviation from the reference level. 

Due to the multiplicative nature of the logistic regression model, attribute values greater than 1.0 are 

associated with an increased rate of opiate positivity and those less than 1.0 with decreased odds. For 

example, with all other attributes heJd constant, arrestees bom between 1950 and 1954 exhibited an 

increased odds of opiate positivity of 7 to 10 (4.66 x .15). Table 5 further indicates that opiate 

positivity declines steadily with birth cohort. Members of the most recent birth cohort, those born in 

between 1970 and 1977 exhibited d~-eased odds of opiate positivity of 1 to 10 (.72 x .IS). • 

[Figure 5 about here] 

Figure 5 graphs the decline in opiate positivity among persons in different birth cohorts after 

holding constant the other attributes. When bolding constant the other attributes for these 

DUF-Manhattan arrestees, the odds of opiate positivity for arrestces born before 1950 is .IS to 1, 

while the odds increase to .70 for tho~ born 1950-54, .40 for those born in 1955-59, .30 those born 

in 1960-64, .20 for 1965-69, but only .11 fortbose bom 1970-71. In abort, among the birth cohort, 

1950-54, that genemUy onset to heroin injection in the 1965-73 heroin era, wry IizabJe proportions 

were heroin positive when arrested in 1987-81. At the otber extrane, urestees born 1970-77, and 

entering adolescence during the crack era (198S-present) lie much Jess 6ke1y (odds of ell to 1) to be 

opiate positive when aU other attributes are held constant. " 

The Wald statistic in Table 5 indicates the streDgth of the variation associated with each ' 

particular variable after controlling for the iDfIumc:e of III other variables. A chi-aquue test with the 

number of degrees of freedom indicated in parentheses determiDes whether the'VI1iation is ltatistic:ally • 

significant. Several attributes (quarter, pnder, education, maritalllltUS) were DOt saatistally 
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• Figure: 5. Odds Ratio of Opiate Positivity by Birth Cohort 
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significant when all. other attributes were held constant. The following attributes are associated with 

decreasing strength of variation in opiate positivity among DUF . :'Manhattan arrestees, based on the • 

Wald statistics from the logistic regression model: 

1) BIRm COHORT: Arrestees born between 1950 and 1964, exhibit bigher rates of opiate 

positivity. 

2) RACElETHNICITY: 'White and hispanic arrestees exhibit a 30% higber rate than black 

-arrestees. 

3) MOST SERIOUS ARREST CHARGE: Arrestees charged with burglary or drug charges 

exhibit higher rates. 

4) EMPLOYMENT: Arrestees who reported prostitution or other illegal activity (other than 

drug dealing) as a primary source of income exhibit bigher rates. 

S) INTERVIE\V YEAR: 1988 DUF arrestees exhibit ~ higher rate. Variation in interview year 

accounts for very little of the explained variation in opiate positivity. '!be border-line significance of 

DUF interview year--the Wald statistic is significant at the a=.OS but not the a=.Ollevel of 

statistical significance--suggests that almost no "true trend" in opiate positivity exists. Thus, the • 

apparently high decline of 3S percent in opiate positivity between 1987 and 1991 may be primarily an 

artifact of the changing composition of the population of DUF arrestees over time. 

Modeling declines in opiate positivity. 

In order for an attribute to explain the decline in opiate positivity for DUF-Manhattan from 

1987 to 1991, it must be associated with variation in opiate positivity and the composition for the 

zttribute must vary across the Dup-Manbauan sample over time. The Jogistic ~ analysis 

(Table S) shows fwr attributes associated with variation in opiate positt~: birth cohort, 

racelethnicity, most serious urest charge, and nponed primary IOU!Ce of iDcomc. Table 6 presents a 

series of models of the decliDe in opiate positivity u a f\mctioD of iDdMdual attributes •. To geuerate 

the results, ~h model of opiate positivity was fit using logistic regressiOo I.1Id detenniuM the . 

probability that each individual was opiIte positive. Since whetbcr In iDdividuat is actually opiate 

positive is known, these individual emmates of opiate positivity are refemd to u post-dictions as 

opposed to predictions. The post-dicted me of opiate positivity in a liven year equals the 10m of the 

individual probabilities for persons interviewed in die year. 

• 
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Table 6. Explanatory MOdels for the Decline in Opiate Positivity 
among DUP-Manbattan Arrestees ~ram 1987 to 1991D , 

(1) All Covariates 

(2) All Covariates 
Except DUF 
Interview Year 

(3) ~irth Cohort 
Arrest Charge 

1
-2L09L I 
(dof) Testa 

5134.5 
(36) 

5145.5 
(32) 

5355.8 

[2 vs 1] 
11.0(4)* 

[3 va 2] 
210.3(19)* 

.Postdicted Opiate 
Positivity 

IbY DUF Interview Year: 
87 88 89 90 91 

.258 .241 .185 .186 .168 

.236 .243 .196 .174 .180 

Postdicted 

I 87-91 
Decline 

34.9% 

23.7% 

(13) .215 .213 .207 .191 .195 9.3% 

(4 ) Birth Cohort 
Only 

(5) Arrest Charge 
Only 

5466.4 
(6) 

5568.4 
(7) 

[4 vs 3] 
110.6(7}** 

[5 va 3] 
212.6(6)** 

.213 .210 .206 .194 .197 7.5% 

.207 .208 .206 .196 .200 3.4% 

a The difference between -2 log-likelihood of the models 
identified in s~are parentheses "[]ft is asymptotically 
distributed Chi under the null hypothesis of no significant ~ovariation 
with degrees of freedom identified in round parentheses WC)", 
the difference in dof between the models. Hence, 
a variation that is not statistically significant suggests that 
the simpler model explains the data as well as the more complex model. 

** statistically significant a-.Ol level. 
* statistically significant «-$05 ~evel. 

: ;" 

....", .. ' J:, .... " ... ,.- ? 
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[Table 6 about here] 

Model (1) in Table 6 includes all the individual attributes and the"DUF interview year. Since, • 

this model includes interview yf:M it reproduces the decline in op~te positivity from 1987 to 1991 

exactly. This model provides a basis for comparing the relative congruence to the data of those 

models which include fewer attributes. Model (2) includes all the independent variables ~t DUF 

interview year. This model fits the data nearly as well as the complete model even though it employs 

four degrees of freedom fewer. In fact a.Wilk's lambda test based on twice the difference in the 

model's log-likelihood indicates the complete model provides ~y marginally more explanation of 

opiate positivity--the test is statistically significant at the a=.OS level but DOt at the a=.Ollevel. ." 

This test suggests that the decline in opiate positivity associated with interview year, after controlling 

for other independent variables, is only marginally significant. Furthermore, this less complete model 

postdicts a 24 % decline in opiate positivity from 1987 to 1991. Thus, over two-thirds (24/35) of the 

overall decline in opiate positivity can be accounted for by differences in the composition of the 

DUF-Manhattan sample from 1987 to 1991. Moreover, the residual decline in opiate positivity after 

accounting for these attributes is not 35 percent but only 10 percent (3S~2S). 

Model (3) includes only birth cohort and arrest charge, the two strongest individual factors 

associated with the decline in opiate positivity over time in an effort to model variation in opiate 

positivity more parsimoniously. The comparison between Models 2 and 3, "however, suggest that the 

variation explained by the more complete Model (2) is substantial and statistically significant. The last 

two models examine variation attributable solely to birth cohort and ~ charge, zapectively.: The 

previous model of birth cohort and atTeSt charges combiDed accounts for a decline in opiate positivity 

of 9.3 % from 1987 to 1991. Mode15-birth cohort aloDe ICCOUIlts for 7.595 and Model6-arlest ( 

charges alone-only 3.4 of the variation in opiate positivity. 

'i In short, the 359ti decline in opiate positivity for DUFaMJnbattan from 1987 to 1991 am be 

partially attributed to each of the dllree explanations. A dec1iDc of 7.5., ova' ooe-fifth of the mtal 

decline, can be attributed to In iDcreuiDg p.roporticm of DUF-ManJpatta1l mestees being penons born 

more recently "'ho are less likely to have onset to IDd currently use heroin. An additional decline of 

16.2 % (23.7 9ti - 7.S ~); can be Ittrlblted to variatioD in the composition of the Dup-Manhattan • 
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sample over time due to either changes in police targets or changes in DUF admjnistrative 

'. procedures. This leaves only an 11.2 % decline, less than on~third 6f the overall decline,' directly 

• 

attributable to less heroin use within the greater Manhattan arrestee population. " 

CONCLUSIONS 

The data presented above document six centIal conclusions: 

1. Drug Use Forecasting data provide DO evidence suggesting any increases or sustained upswings in 

heroin use among 'arrestees in Manhattan (1987-91) nor amoog the 22 DUF cities (1988-89). 

2. Drug Use Forecasting data doCument substantial declines in heroin use among a.rrestees; the nature 

and magnitude of these declines vary by heroin use measure, locale, and time period. 

3. The DUF Manhattan (mdings document substantial declines in heroin use among amstees. These 

declines have two parallel components: a) The proportion of arrestees detededlself-reported with 

any lifetime heroin use has declined by 17 percent between 1987 and 1991. b) Among Manhattan 

arrestees reporting any lifetime heroin use, the proportions reporting heroin ugection or detected 

as opiate positive declined by about 20 percent during 1987 to 1991. These parallel trends 

generated a net decline of 3S percent in heroin injection and opiate ~tives during this five year 
',' period. . .. . 

4. A special analysis of the primary factors associated with declines in opiate positivity among 

DUF-Manhattan arrestees showed that a very weak wtrue declinew WIS evident wben other factors 

, were held constant. The observed decline is primarlly a functi.on of dwJgiD, composition of the 

'DUF arrestee pOpulations, in particular: '~::>I" i~, "'. " ';-

a) Only heroin era cohorts are likely to be have very hiP lites of apWe positivity; more : 

recently-born cohorts are unlikely to 0Dset to heroin and be opiate poaitive; ·;t~, 

b) Persons arrested on buIglary cIwps bave iDcreued, but cImJ cIwps have decJined over five 

years; both groups have higher ~ of opiate positivity wIw:o other faCmn are held constant. 

• " c) The proportion of Hjspanics aDd white arreatees bas inc!eued lOIDewbat during 1987-91 amd 

these groups lie somewhat more likely tban blacks to be opiate pOsitive'. : .,;,'~' l,'·" ~ ~ ",'. 
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5. Among arrestees in the 22 DUF cities,.the proportion with any !1!pOrtedldetected heroin use 

. declined by 29 percent between the first half of 1988 and the second half of 1989. Yet among • 

arrestees in these cities with .some reported! detected heroin use, DO reductions in heroin injection 

or in opiate positives was evident, perhaps slight increases occurred. Thus, the proportion of 

heroin avoiders apparently increased, but few changes in current heroin use or injection was 

evident among heroin users in these 22 cities. 

6. Heroin initiation remained relatively constant amolig heroin-using arrestees in Manhattan and the 

22 DUF cities, althougb considerable fluctuation by quarter ~as evident. 

INTERPRETATIONS 

'This section offers several intonned interpretations about why DO increases in heroin use have 

occurred among DUFaxrestees, as well as identifies some possible factors associated with declining 

heroin use. 

WHY ARE NO INCREASES IN HEROIN USE AMONG ARRESTEES OCCURRING? 

Several inteIpretations for the lack of increased heroin use are possible: 

Expanded beroin supplies and increased purity of heroin could be easlly consumed by the large 

pool of heroin abusers. 

The Drug Enforcement Administration (1991) report that new supplies of heroin may be 

entering America and may be reaching .street sellers. Systmlatic evidence of such claims need to be 

better documented .. In particular, the retail price of an unaduJteratcd Jdlo of heroin remains above 

$100,000. At !\uch a price, the claim that heroin purities in street samples have iDcreased 

substantially and for a sustained period of time Deeds betta' documentatioo than is availIble. While 

the DBA (1991) claims that samples of ~ Asian hemin Ieized in New Yolk had purities of 37 

percent in 1990 and 47 percent in 1991. But aystem1tic evidence is Jac1ring that average Itreet heroin .. 
bags contain purities above 30 percent in aevtzal ~ for IoDa periods. fI' ":." ".' 

.Even assuming that IUCh mpp1ies ad high purities ate IIIIferia1iz;in 011 the Itreets of New 

• 

York and other cities, the availability of high quality.d hemin may DOt cn:ate DeW uers. ~lD the early 

19'~OS, the lowest cost heroin bas comained Jess than 2 peramt pule baoiD aDd lOki f~ Ibout $10. If. 
the price of a typical heroin bag were to taDain CODItIDt, but tbe purity IDd IIIIDlber of pam mg. were 

to increase substantially (e.g. to iDcreue by 5 times to 10 percaIt pam, or 20 times to 40 percent 
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pure), the large pool of heroin era 'abusers (rio~ in their 30~ '~d 4Os) would oontinu~ to be Prim~" 

• customers. They could happily and easily get ~~Ore bang for the buck" by consuming much of the 

new supply. That is, their habit sizes would quickly expand to consume as much pure heroin as they 

could afford, leaving very little for other potential heroin users. 

• 

• 
.' 
r 

Availability and high purity of heroin may not attract DeW heroin ioltiates. 

During the past 30 years, heroin has acquired a RpUtation which is primarily negative, even 

among high risk youths and street drug abusers (Boyle and Brunswick 1980; Johnson ct ale 199O). 

Most youths and young adults know that heroin is addictive, hard to break, destructive to health, and 

needle use may lead to mv and AIDS. Strong street norms have OPPO~ the use and even sale of 

heroin. Most youths and young adults avoid heroin, shunning heroin users and seUers; they wish to 

avoid becoming a "junkie." For such heroin avoiders, high purities and lower'prices will not be a 

strong attraction to initiate its use. 

High purity heroin is unlikely to CODvert recreational heroin users into heroin abusers • . 
Another major potential pool consists of persons who use heroin recreationally, mainly on 

weekends. Such persons have developed tactics and strategies to limit their heroin use (only on 

weekends, never inject, etc.) '(Zinberg 1984). Persuading such persons to use higber purity heroin 

may be possible, but they may remain erratic consumers, because they are committed to avoiding 

addiction. 

Heroin smoking is not yet a well known technique (but may be an emerpnt praCtice). 

Assuming tiult heroin Purities are high enough to smoke, the little ethnographic research . 
available suggests that heroin smoking is not comDloup1ace. 'I'be smoking of heroin only (without 

crack)- appears to be very rare in at the cum:nt time. On the other hIDd, aomc cact abusers (Dunlap, 

Hamid, personal communications) neport smoking both CDCk and hCmin ~, butfhe. and 
, 

frequency of this behavior is wiknown. Smoking crack aDd heroin togetber appean to be.an 

innovation which may become an -emerput pacdce-(J~ Manwai-, Golub 1m) among crack 

abusers-but does DOt yet appear to be widespread. If a IizabJe ~. of the iatp Pool of ~k 
" • • '. • • * • r . "'~" .. ::--'~ :~ 

abusers begin to add heroin to their crack IDCI smote it OIl • regular basis, 1beD • DeW wave of beroin 
.;M • ."~ ." .. • • • .:...,." • ~ • 

abuse could easily and quickly materialize. Tbus the ""'*in. of hemin '(either aJoae or with ciack) 
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could quickly develop into another major dn.Ig epidemic (Kleiman 1992). In the 3Q92, the DUF 
. .' 

interview schedule has been modified ~ include questions about heroin smoking, both alone and in 
.. . ',:,'. 

conjuction with crack smo.ldng. 
. ": .. 

The absence of an increase in heroin use may also be a function of the factors that may be 

bringing about declines in heroin injection and current use documented herein. 

WHY MAY DECREASES IN HEROIN USE AMONG ARRESTEES BE OCCURRING? 

The central fmdings show that heroin use among a.rrestees is decreasing in DUF Manhattan 
~ ~ 

and 22 DUF cities. Several factors may be strongly associated with such declines. .. . 
Use and abuse of many illicit drugs is declining; even ~.rious dna, abusers and arrestees are 

affected by such trends. 
',i 

National and local surveys document declines in the use of a wide range of illicit drugs, from 

marijuana, to cocaine and heroin (NIDA 1991; Johnston, Bachman, O'Malley 1991). Cocaine and 

crack use among DUF arrestees, however, has remained high I.I1d shows little evidence of decline . . . -

• 

1987-92. W~e.bero~ abusers are leas~ likely to give up their drug-u~g behaviors, heroin =-husers e 
will have more difficulty functioning in a society where friends and family (as well as fonnallegal 

and social CQntroI institutions) will not tolerate their drug abuse. 

Police priorities after 1985 targeted crack sellers, possibly reduciD& the proportion of arrests of 

heroin sellers and abusers. 

Major police resources after 1985 were de~oted to ar.resting crack seller and users (Belenko, 
. . 

Fagan, Chin 1990). This might mean proportionately fewer heroin ldle.rsIuSers being targeted for 

arrest, and hence account for the declining proportion of heroin 1IIeI'S in DUF Manhattan. Qn the 
, , 

other hand, the rapid expansion of police teams lOch as ~ Narcotics Teams in New Yolk and 

police strategies designed to -clean up. Deigbbo.rboods loog controlled by bt.roin IeUm and 
.~ . 

patronized by heroin buyers may have iDcreased the aDeSt volume IIDODI heroin 111m. ~cb . 
..1 ... .,. 

pressures may have disrupted netwOJb for buymg aDd -e11inc hemin IUd OIlIer ~ (Kleiman and 
..' . .~, ~ . 

Smith 1990; Moore 1990; Zimmer 1987). Such Ihifts in the proportion of drug armtecs were shown 

~vetobe~y~lefor.~linesin~~~ •. · ' ... " :)l'. :~'- (~:-,:"~' ': ':' • 

Le&al pressure has removed IIWJ)' active heroin ..... IUUI """'13' ~ced their COlIIWDptioD~ 
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'The prison and jail systems have expanded dramatically in the 1980s. The New York State 
~ 

prison system has more than doubled in the 1980s, from 22,000 in 1980 to 60,000 in 1991 (NYS 

DCJS 1992). The New York City jail system more than doubled. Prison and jail populations 

\~xpanded dramatically nationwide (L'mgan 1991; BIS 1991). Persons convicted of drug sales 
, 

constitute a large proportion of the increased pdson/jail population. 

A wide variety of police -buy and bust" tactics and consistent crackdowns have been 

implemented in the 1980-90s. While crack sellers were the primary group targeted and removed, 

many of these wel"~ also heroin injectors and u&ers. Many heroin abusers support their heroin 
. 

consumption mainly by selling or helping heroin sellers; they may have increased difficulty -earning" 

enough to fmance a large habit. Even in the early 19805 (Johnson et aI. 1985), a clear majority of 

heroin abusers consumed less than SSO/day of heroin. Many relatively unsu~sful heroin sellers 

resort to "helping" with sales, but were seldom able to consume significant amounts of heroin daily. 

Police pressure on favored selling locations may b~\ve reduced earnings from sales work; thus, 

reducing the daily heroin consumption of heroin u~~rs . 
.. . 

Drug treatment bas provided stability ~d exits from heroin addiction for thousands of heroin 

abusers. 

The New York State drug treatment system sillU gives preference to heroin abusers. Over 

28,000 slots, primarily in methadone programs, are taIgeted for heroin abusers (DSAS 1991; Frank, 

Galea, Simeone 1991). Residential and outpatient drug··free programs provide services to many 

heroin and other drug abusel'$. Shelters, foster care, in~')me support, and other systems 

systematically pressure heroin and drug-abusing clients to enter aDd ~ in treatment. In short, 

many socW forces and pressures have been designed to COlmnuaosly mpiDge upon heroin abusers, 

and upon those arrested for a variety of felony crimes. These forces am 1ibly to be auocilted with 
, .' 

declines in current heroin use (as measured by opiate positiv,~ mines) which wt= doc:umaJted above. 

Death rates amoq active heroin UUBS haYe been hi&h, tmd iDc:reued with the adftlJt of 

AIDS. 
, 

The heroin em cohort (those who initiated heroin addicti,on in 1965-74) had a high death rate 
\. • • .... I 

prior to 1982. Probably one peroeut of active ItnIet heroin injectDrs died every Jell' from ~clde, . , 

alcoholism, OV~t aDd natural causes (Dole aDd JORph 1978; Deleon 1985). Since the 
.. ~ 

mid-1980s, over half of aD beroin iDjecIon in New YOIt City lie mv positive (Des Jariais et ale 
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1988, 1989). Annual mortality from AIDS is 2-3 ~~nt among the mv positive; this grim reaper is 
• . t. !"', 

killing thousands of heroin addicts annually in the 19908 (CDC 1991; Johnson et aI. 1990). Such 

deaths may be reducing the pool ~f active heroin us:ers faster ~ new heroin u~~ are being added to • 

the pool. Of course, heroin abusers removed by treati:uent, jail/prison, and death would not be 

lIavailable" for arrest and subsequent inclusion in DUF interviews. 

AIDS may contribute to declines in heroin Injection and current use. 

AIDS is probably a critical factor in declining heroin use. While fear of acquiring AIDS may 

not prevent heroin sniffers from injecting heroin (Des JarJais, Friedman, Curiel, Kott 1987), it is 

likely that would-be heroin users may choose to avoid heroin coinpJetely. In addition, new cohorts of 

heroin injectors were less likely to have shared syringes at initiation than earlier cohorts (Neaigus et 

aI. 1992). Heavy public education and street intervention programs have helped long-term injectors to 

no longer share works or to give up injection (Des JarJais and Friedman 1987; Des larlais et aI. 
. . 

1989). Equally or more important is that most heroin injectors have see~ family members or friends 

either become ill with symptoms ofmv or die of AIDS. 
. ; . 

The heroin era cohort is aging and the pool of active heroin abusers may be shrinking. 

Data in Table 5 and Figure S show important differences in current opiate positivity am,,,\<Jlg 

cohort born in different years, several other factors held constant. Over a third of all DUF aaestees 

(see Tables A2 & A4) who report heroin onset did so prior to 1975. They initilUed as teenagers and 

in their early 20s, before or during the heroin era (1965-74) (Johnson, Manwar, Golub 1992). Many 

others who onset to heroin use during these years ceased use (Clayton and Voss 1981; Boyle and . 

Brunswick 1980), have entered treatment and ~ abstinent (or JaDain on methadone 

maintenance). Heroin era veterans who have survivedunti11992 1M an avenge qe of 40 •. Although 
. . ~ 

many may be current heroin abusers, they may be Jess ICtive than when yoruuaer. In abort, the pool 

of current heroin abusers from tbe heroin era appean to be shrinting from all these causes. '"1.bis ' 
.~ . ., ~ 

would result in fewer arrests of oJdeI' heroin abusers, dedinr.s in heroin iqjecdon, and possibly lower 

tates of detection of opiate usc· via urinal~. in the ... .t 24-48 hours. >;- :"',~~~?}} <? .,. > 
tI~.. ....... ''<I",", • 

. . 
Overall, many important factors appear to be associated with am perbapa have brought about 

.... .. ~ r'" '"' .. • - '.. ~ •• ·1 

the decliDes in heroin use amoDI amsred perIODS Ic;pIIted above. "Ill Mnbaaan, coocem about 

AIDS may be especlaIIy usociated with declines in lelf-ltpOited heroin m.iecdon among ht.roiD ~ 
.. 

• 
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and detection as opiate positive via urinalysis. The impact of increases in supplies, ava,iIability, and 
'. 

• purity of heroin (which may be transitory) remain to be well measured and systematically documented 

in the future. Only by continuously monitoring a variety of populations and indicators, including 

booked arrestees in the DUF program, can the direction of the problem of heroin and other 
I 

drugs-of-abuse be accumtely guaged • 

• 

• " 

. -.~ ~ 
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Table Al. Peraat.ida ADy JIeroIa Use, ADy Benin Iqjedioo. Opiate PuIltive, aDd CIuIiIIed Ac:cerdIDa .. 

"'1Jw/~Tr"'" .. DW ......... , ~-'I. 

VIriabIo 
Year: 1981 1988.. 1982 1990 1291 TOIII I AgOI'" BUI _17-

QuaJtG,: 2Q 3Q 4Q lQ 2Q 4Q IQo 2Q 3Q 4Q IQ 2Q 3Q 4Q IQ 2Q 3Q 1987 1981 1919 1M .". 9. 

__ HI ia Quutcr 
"1' . 

_;11 ;:2 lQS 368 360 lS8 ~. 367364366 366 364 336 ;, .14;-~~ 56471121 .016 14511326 1041 =-
I '. , 

Peraat .ida Iaeroia .. 40 34 40 35 42 40 31 32 3S 3S 37 32 36 30 31 34 33 3S '39 39 33 34 33 11 
~ npIII'ted .. dIIeded ' 
ci. PerCNt ..... 0'.... 30 32 34 2S 32 26 22 22 24 27 27 22 2S 20 20 21 23 2S132 rI a4 U 21 34 
~fIPIded 

~ 

... --
.... ~/.\buIlr,.,.... .. 
URINB OPIATB POmWB 111 

i· 

Hankon: speedballct II 9 12 8 14 14 10 8 12 IS 13 7 IS Ii 12 9 9 11 12 II 12 10 I 
(Inject I1er+cokc now) 

6 3 3 .. I Heroin injector/DDt 1 11 8 S 3 3 3 4 4 1 J I 3 2 a s 3 2 2 76 
regular bcroin user 

~roin u~-:dcnicI a a I: 2 4 4 3 1 2 1 2 1 2 3 3 3 I. : I • 3 2 2 ~ ~ 
. ia~ or bcroin . 

Denies all beroiA usc 10 4 7 4 4 S I 3 3 3 2 I 4 2 4 2 2 7 .. 2 2 2 64 
~_~i' 

,.;; ... , -
URINB OIUTB NBGA11VB 
Injccas and ua bcroia 2 8 4 3 4 4 2 S 4 3 3 S S 4 3 S 4 4 I .- .- " .- .. 10 

in past 30 days 
Injects and uses heroin, 11 8 8 6 9 S 7 6 S 6 7 6 S 4 4 4 9 6 I 9 1 6 S 6 38 

but not in past 3D days 
Some heroin use, but a a a 4 3 S S 6 6 4 6 6 S S 4 8 7 

S I · 4 S 6 6-66 
denies injecting it -

Never any heroin use, WM~M~ro~~MM~~MmmM~ (is 61 61 61 66 61 -II 
or heroin injection 

Tocal 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 I 100 100 100 100 100 0 

• No DUF interviews conduCled in Manhatlan for ahird Quancr 1988 . 
•• Only males inlerviewed this quarter. 
a Queslions about injeccioo of heroin were DOl asked in 1987. 
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Table Al. AmDa& DUI'-Manbatlan Amesiees with Any IDdleaUoDl of Heroin Use, Perceot Reportinl AD1 Heroia IilU_IIIII ... 

. Opiate PuIid,e, aad Clulified hI V_r of Heroia Olllet, b, Quarter u4 y~. UI7-tl. 

• 
Year:, 1981 _ 1988 _ 1989 1990 1991 T.... I Ana' B,',., 87-

VariabifJ Qua*.r. 2Q 3Q,4Q IQ 2Q 4Q IQ 2Q 3Q 4Q IQ 2Q 3Q 4Q IQ 2Q.3Q .~.:' 1917 19811,. 1990 1991 91 

AU ~""jc:ds-Bue N ;i 1 ;;2 395 368 360 lSI .)6~-~;-~~ -~-~-336 ;, 347 3SO ~2 S6t1 I m 'OM 14$1 1326 loe 

Among Those willi IlcIa:IaI I '. , 
t~ = U.. ti 76 123 111 lSI 146 1II 111 i2S 124 In 114 120 ,. lOS 119 116 1966 214 424 fn 144~. =-
~ opiate pulitiye Qnn~~Mn~DM~~D~M~~ 

• F II r ••••• __ ••••••• _.... I.a .... 

ferceot reportiDa benlD 15 19 84 "n 16 6S 69· 69 68 78 n 68 71 6S 66 62 69 
., injection '. . 
~t using, but nat 2S 11 16 28 2S 3S 31 31 32 22 28 32 29 3S 34 3S 31 .iDJ......... . . . . . ..... - . .,._-----
Percent reporthil henNa onset Ia: 
~~~,.~ 9 S S 1 7 S 6 S 3 6 8 6 4 6 S S 1 

H~roincra~ 29 37 27 31 29 24 31 43 34 28 27 34 37 39 2S 34 37 
'6S-14 
~.,cera~ 29 31 39 39 34 43 42 26 35 42 38 34 28 24 31 30 29 
" onset '75-83 
Crack era heroin 4 4 5 9 13 9 12 12 II 10 13 13 13 19 21 23 17 

onset '84-
New heroin initiator 4 7 8 3 7 7 6 .s 7 8 8 8 8 6 7 3 S 

(in prior 2 yrs) 
Some heroin use, but 2S II 16 II 10 12 3 9 )0 7 6 4 II S 12 6 4 

deny ~lpio onset 
Toaal . ',." "00 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 

• No DUF intervTews conductedlnMaDliataan for truid-QuarterJ9g8 • 
•• Onl)' males interviewed Ihis quarter. 

..' 

. 5.1 66 64 55 55 52 22 .. 
121 IJ3 11 11 10 " 20 

2?1 17 29 29 30 34. -99 

6 I 6 (i S 6 6 12 

32 I 30 28 34 33 32 -6 

lSI 36 39 36 32 30 16 

': I 
.. 10 11 14 ~ -382 

,< ., 6 7 8 5 25 

91 17 ' II 7 7 1 57 

100 I 100 JOO 100 100 100 
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Table Al. ~.ith Any Dentin Use, Any HeNio lajedion, Opiate Positive. and Classified Auordinl to 
Henia User Ty""'" at Nlaioaal· DW SiIeI, Quarterly lad ADDul." Ull-Ul'. 

Quarterly Rates San_III RIIea 
Year: 1988 1989 Total I " IH88 to 

Variable ~IQ .2Q 3Q 4Q IQ 2Q 3Q 4Q aRBS 2Il88 11189 ~ 2H89. 
". .,.. .~ . 

~ Na ill Quuter -. -~~3602 3329 3861 4332 .SUIS 6159 6316 ;;;lqnr~ 1190 "'.., 12.'1$ == 
~opiaa.,.wy. 14 14 12 12 10' 12 10 10'~ II I 14' 12 II 10 21 ________________ ... _ .... ' _____ ...... II.. _' _________ _ 

22 23 20 20 ': 23 I" 29 23 23 20 29 

17 16 16 16 IS' 16 .. 17 21 17 16 ., 26 

Pen:ent wltb beraiIluse 29 29 24 23 
, reported or deleded 

Pen:ent witb 0, hentia 20 21 
iojedloD nported 

.' 
URINE OPIATE POSITIVE 
HanJco~ spc:edbIllcr; ~ S S S 4 " 4 4 4 
(Inject her+cokc now) -, 

Hemin injector/not 4 4 3 3 2 3 3 2 3 
regular heroin user 

Heroin user/denies 2 1 I I I . 1 I I ' I 
injection of heroin 

Denies aU heroiD usc 3 4 4 3 3 4 3 3 3 
or iniccaioo 
~ 1 

URINE OPIATE NEGATIVE 
Injects and uses heroin I 2 I I 2 2 2 2 

in past 30 days 
Injects & uses heroin. 9 II 8 8 9 7 8 7 8 

but not in past 30 days 
Some heroin use, but 4 3 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 

denies injecting it 
Never any heroin use, 71 71 76 77 78 77 80 80 77 

or heroin injection 
Total 100 100 100 100 100 100 HID 100 100 

• Includes Manhataan; plus-21·· other cities. 
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; S 5 .. .. .. 

4 3 3 2 38 

I 1 1 I 51 

3 3 3 3 11 

2 I 2 2 43 
I 

10 8 8 7 2S 

4 2 2 2 S4 

71 77 71 80 -12 

100 100 100 100 
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Percent with Any HerolD Il\iedion. Opiate PosItive, and Classified AecordIoa 

1 , ...,,' , ... ~ Y ... r of Heroia 0.-, Quarterly and Semill .... U, • .,..UU. ... '~. ~::t_ ff'~ .~ .. :. I .. ~;~. ' '1 .' ...... ~. • __ •. ~ •• _" ... _ •..••• "' __ "_~" ........ _..... .... .., 

~1~282 ! ...... I" ~ ... 1H881O ; ',.'< 
r Year. IU8

l 

\C V~ .'~ /, IQ 2Q 3Q 4Q." IQ 2Q '" 3Q 4Q . 1 1H8 ~l@f,'~ .., 
.;r ", .".. . 

• i .. '" ~J.i ... 
30Zl ~ 3329 3861 4332 SI88 6159 6316 35810 16625 ,'1,0 9S2q 124'15 ~J 

AII~Buo" ", •• ~! t • .,. " • '~. 

, 'i'bCiC Wiih DdCCi.Od 
'la.~=~~'" ~ 1041 7~ 87~ 9S~~ 1189.; 1252 1290 ~1 11,10 ~,~ aJ4J ~ .... 

.. .------- ......•... 
Perceld .. Ie,.. .. .48 48 S2 SO 43 51 46 47 49 I 48 51 .7 47 2 

:II' : ..... - ,. • 

~~I~~ 10 74 1J 12 13 71 1S 16 13112 13 7l 76 -, 
I'erceat usiD&, but lilt 30 26 21 28 27 29 2S 24 ~7 I 28 '¥I 21 24 ,2 
, ·1qjecd1L .... ! 

;'. ,... .,' 

I'erceat ~ ....... in; 
6 ·s I ' S ,,:iPJc.beroia en QIIIIet . 6· S' 6 S S· 4' 4 S S 4 24 • '24-64 ~p •. :.', :', .' , "I ." • •• ., , 

Heroin em 00ICt 32 29 21 29 27 28 30 28 29 30 28 27 29 5 
. ';:~'6S-74' ' . 
C'ooIioc era hemia 34 33 27 32 30 25 27 28 29 I 34 29 21 28 11 
:' onset '7S-83 ,-/I: 

Crack Cia bcroiD 9 9 II 8, 13 12 10 II I.: I 9 9 12 I() -16 
~'onset '84- ~ , 
New heroin initiator 7 9 II 10 7 8 8 10 8 10 8 9 -12 
. (in prior 2 yrs) 
Some heroin use, but 12 15 19 16 17 22 20 20 18 I 14 17 20 20 -48 

deny heroin onset 
Total 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 '00 I 100 100 100 100 

*Inc!udes ManhaUan, plus 21 other cities. 
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